
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

In this course you will obtain an in depth 

understanding into the practical functioning of the 

shoulder joint when moving with PRECISION.  

YOU should be able to: 

 Assess successful and unsuccessful scapula 

gliding. 

 Assess the common shoulder stability 

inadequacy in an individual. 

 Accurately detect the exact reason for 

stability inadequacy in each exercise. 

 Learn the common shoulder stability 

inadequacy within YOUR own body. 

 Open the path to successful Serratus 

Anterior activation. 

 Learn new skills and techniques to teach 

successful shoulder stability. 

 Learn THIS Shoulder Stability Protocol which 

comprises of over 50 exercises in order of 

progression.  

 

 

In this course you will obtain an in depth 

understanding into the practical functioning of the 

hip joint when moving with PRECISION.  

YOU should be able to: 

 Assess successful and unsuccessful hip 

movement. 

 Assess the common hip stability 

inadequacy in an individual. 

 Accurately detect the exact reason for 

stability inadequacy in each exercise. 

 Learn the common hip stability 

inadequacy within YOUR own body. 

 Open the path to successful hip stabilizer 

activation through Gluteus Medius & 

Maximus. 

 Learn THIS Hip Stability Protocol which 

comprises of over 50 exercises in order of 

progression.  

 



 

 
What is the Movement industry not understanding & why? 

 

  The lack of Precision in MOVEMENT in Shoulder & Hip Stability.  

 The lack of good Shoulder & Hip Stability form in the Fitness and Health PROFESSINALS themselves. 

 The lack of a mind-body connection by the Health or MOVEMENT PROFESSIONALS. 

 The inability to successfully carry the message over to the clients or patients as to what is required in order to stabilize 

their shoulders or hips. 

 Eyes that are not able to see specific Scapular and Brace Triangle compensations or Hip compensations. 

A journey that started in 2002 has developed into a technique that encompasses every detail of perfection in shoulder stability. 

Since 2002, we have assessed thousands of shoulders, presented hundreds of courses, done EMG shoulder & hip testing and the 

common denominator was evident EVERY SINGLE TIME.  

 

 

 

 

When we have to implement theory into practical, there is a challenge of understanding the technique & therefore the 

implementation leads to compensation or ‘OKAY’ results. Why? Mainly because we were never really taught the HOW TO 

ACHIEVE AMAZING STABILITY IN ITS PUREST FORM. 

 

 

 

 

 

Invest in your Career & Feel Motivated, 

Inspired & Confident! 

We Want AMAZING Results for YOU! 

Are you ready to learn our GREATEST PASSION? 

 

Why are these courses necessary? 

 

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

 


